



1. View of my lighting kit, facing me, while I was sitting 
on a chair, using my ironing board as a table.


2. Gives you a view of the ironing board set to your desired 
height with your device of choice (this is my son 
demonstrating ZOOM via his ipad). 


3. If you’re getting a lot of shadows, get an additional light or 
lamp, and position it out of the camera’s view. Shine it against the 

back wall 
and 
POOF! 
Shadows 
be gone! 


Gear I used to ZOOM 
my theatre staged 
reading (and to 
ZOOM my callback)  

LIGHTING KIT 
Emart 600W 

Photography Photo 
Video Portrait Studio 
Day Light Umbrella 

Continuous Lighting

PHOTO BULBS 
LimoStudio 45 Watt, 
6500K Pure White 

Fluorescent Daylight 
Balanced Light Bulb 
[x4] for Photography 
and Video Lighting, 

AGG874

IRONING BOARD & 
CHAIR 

You got this! Any iron 
board will suffice.

PRO TIP 
Use a light against your 

back wall to keep 
shadows at bay!

Copy & paste these 
Items into your 
browser to shop: 



I did not use my tripod 
for the staged-reading, 
but I did for my ZOOM 
callback, and for my 
recent late-night audition 
where I called upon a 
virtual reader. 


1.GEAR: What I call my ‘main’ 
tripod 
HOW I 
USE IT: 
with 
camera 
and 
with 
my 
iPhone


2. GEAR: Flexi tripod HOW I USE IT: I rigged it -see 
photo  

3. GEAR: Here are some additional tripods and 
mounts. Try to find a mount that works with phone,  iPads or tablets.

Tripods & Mounts

Attach phone here 
for virtual reader

Attach camera here 
to tape yourself

Bend Flexi 
things to 

attach to main 
tripod Use clamps to 

keep Flexi rods in 
place



TO SHOP THESE ITEMS, COPY & PASTE EACH INTO YOUR BROWSER: 

LAPTOP STAND: Nulaxy Laptop Stand, Ergonomic Aluminum Laptop Mount Computer Stand, Detachable Laptop 
Riser Notebook Holder Stand Compatible with Macbook Air Pro, Dell XPS, Lenovo More 10-15.6" Laptops - Space 
Gray 

MUSIC STAND: CAHAYA 2 in 1 Dual-use Sheet Music Stand & Desktop Book Stand Metal Portable Solid Back with 
Carrying Bag, Sheet Music Folder, Projector Stand, Laptop Stand, Bible Book Stand, Tablet Stand 

PHONE TRIPOD: Tripod for iPhone, COMAN Flexible Camera Tripod, Hidden Phone Tripod Mount with Cold 
Shoe, Waterproof Tripod Stand for GoPro, Portable Travel Tripod with Bluetooth for Live Streaming Vlog Video 

RING LIGHT: (I inherited one but don’t use it. Will use in an emergency) https://tinyurl.com/yxolol2k 

Stands

1. Music stands  come in handy for stage-readings, or any situation 
where you are reading the material from a script while sitting or standing. 
(And of course use as intended - to read music scores while singing or 
playing an instrument)


2. The ergonomic laptop-stand aides my posture, so I use it.


So far, this is what I’ve used for ZOOM staged-reading sessions, 
Zoom auditions and callbacks, and soon, for virtual voice & piano 
lessons. I hope this gave you new ideas. I’m looking for new ideas too, 
so feel free to drop me a line and show me your new set-ups and 
discoveries! Until next time…keep creating and happy ZOOM!


Sheryl Carbonell 
Creativeology Music & Film  

Voice & Piano 4 Actors & Artists.  
carbonellcreativeinc@gmail.com
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